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January 10, 2014
John S. Gleason, Director of Regulatory Services & Disciplinary Counsel
Proposal for Discipline System Review

Action Recommended
1. Ask the Oregon Supreme Court to invite the ABA Center for Professional
Responsibility Standing Committee on Discipline to conduct an on-site review of the
OSB discipline system.
2. Create a task force of stakeholders to review the ABA evaluation and make
recommendations to the BOG and the Supreme Court.1

Introduction
Depending on one’s perspective, Oregon’s discipline system works well to protect the
public while treating accused lawyers fairly; or it is slow, inconsistent, out of touch and
selectively applied. Not surprisingly, the most positive views are held by those who work or
volunteer in the system. Comments from a sizeable number of members 2, however, indicate
views ranging from mistrust to hostility; perhaps most disappointing is the widespread lack of
respect for disciplinary counsel staff, who are seen as unfamiliar with and isolated from the
“real” practice of law.
Throughout the history of the bar, concerns about and dissatisfaction with the discipline
system have generated a variety of reviews and evaluations. There have been seven
comprehensive reviews since 1972, and four that were more focused.3 The common theme in
nearly every review was the problem of delay and the most-often suggested solution was to
reduce or eliminate reliance on volunteers at every level. With few exceptions, however, the
suggestions have been rejected time after time.
The system now in use has been in place for 30 years and is grounded in statute 4 and
the Oregon State Bar Rules of Procedure (“the BRs). The current BR’s were adopted by the
Supreme Court in 1983, when there were approximately 7,000 active Oregon lawyers. The bar
staff was small and discipline was the responsibility of the General Counsel; the investigation
1

ORS 9.542 authorizes the BOG, “subject to the approval of the Supreme Court,” to adopt rules of procedure for
disciplinary proceedings.
2
John Gleason has met with counsel for accused lawyers as well as with many local bar and other groups over the
last year to get a sense of how our members view the discipline system. Other staff receive similar comments on a
pretty regular basis.
3
See attached memo.
4
ORS Chapter 9 mandates the establishment of local professional responsibility committees and the state
professional responsibility board (ORS 9.532) and the disciplinary board (ORS 9.534). The composition and
authority of each body “shall be as provided in the rules of procedure.”
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and prosecution of lawyers was handled almost exclusively by volunteers. There have been
some changes over the ensuing years. The most significant may have been the separation of
the discipline function from General Counsel’s Office in 1987 at the suggestion of an ABA
evaluation team. Other structural changes were the creation of a central intake office (CAO)
and the implementation of diversion in 2003, 5and the gradual evolution of local professional
responsibility committees into panels of individual investigators.
In 2013 there were approximately 16,000 active Oregon lawyers. It hardly needs saying
that the practice of law has changed considerably since 1983 and continues to do so at a rapid
pace. Over the 30-year span, Disciplinary Counsel’s staff has grown to accommodate the
increasing size of the bar; simultaneously, professional responsibility and lawyer regulation
have become recognized specialty areas. Disciplinary cases have become more complex and
often more contentious. At the same time, the number of lawyers able to volunteer the kind of
time required for disciplinary investigations and prosecutions has declined. Additionally, few
have the specialized knowledge and expertise of the professional staff lawyers.
Our 30-year-old system was workable for many years (and to the thinking of some
remains so), but there are many who believe it is again time to look at whether there are better
ways to handle lawyer discipline. There are few organizations that can function well using the
same processes that were put in place 30 years ago during a very different era. Ongoing
evaluation of the discipline system is a part of continual process improvement to assure the
OSB is meeting the needs of its member and public constituents.
Much of what is likely to come from another review of the discipline system
undoubtedly will be similar to suggestions made in the past. While some may represent a
significant change from the way we have done things for more than 30 years, they are a natural
outgrowth of the “professionalization” of lawyer discipline systems, and will bring Oregon into
the mainstream of professional regulation. Considering changes is not intended as nor should it
be viewed as criticism of the long-standing volunteer-based system; rather, it is recognition of
the increased complexity of lawyer discipline, the difficulty of expecting volunteers to have
sufficient time and expertise to make some decisions, and the maturation of professional
responsibility principles.

Discussion
ABA Evaluation
A comprehensive review of Oregon’s disciplinary system is a significant undertaking. The
ABA Center for Professional Responsibility Standing Committee on Discipline has the necessary
expertise and experience to give an independent look at our system. The Standing Committee
was established in 1973 and since 1980 it has conducted 59 state reviews and consultations (it
reviewed Oregon’s system in 1986-87 6). The process is initiated upon an invitation from the
Supreme Court and consists of a review of the entire lawyer discipline system by a team of
national experts. Before visiting, the team reviews relevant court rules, reports and statistics.
5
6

Both were recommendations of a 2002 task force report that was adopted by the HOD.
See attached.
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While on-site, the team conducts in-depth interviews with bar officials, adjudicators,
complainants, respondents, respondent’s counsel, members of the judiciary and disciplinary
staff. In conducting the review the Committee refers to the ABA Model Rules for Lawyer
Disciplinary Enforcement, the McKay Commission Report and Lawyer Regulation for a New
Century. However, the Committee does not use the criteria as a checklist. Rather, when
formulating its recommendations, the Committee considers local practices unique to the
jurisdiction. If a local practice works well the Committee will not recommend change simply
because that practice does not comport with ABA policy.
Approximately three months after the on-site portion of the consultation, the Standing
Committee provides its report and recommendations to the Supreme Court. The report is
designed to assist the court and others responsible for the administration of the disciplinary
process to improve the system by providing recommendations based on the team’s
investigation, its collective knowledge and experience.
The ABA asks that the BOG contribute $7,000 to help underwrite the consultation costs.
The ABA bears the balance of the expense plus all costs associated with producing the report.
OSB Discipline System Task Force
The BOG should establish a broadly-comprised stakeholder’s task force to review and
consider the ABA evaluation and thereafter submit findings and options to the BOG regarding
possible adjustments to the discipline system. Members of the task force should represent the
Supreme Court, the BOG, Disciplinary Counsel’s Office, the SPRB, the Disciplinary Board,
volunteer bar counsel, CAO, counsel for accused lawyers, and the general membership. If
possible, there could also be two or three lawyers who have been the subject of disciplinary
proceedings within the last five or ten years.
In addition to suggestions from the ABA, there are some areas that staff believes should
be considered by the OSB task force:
1. Creation of the Office of the Presiding Disciplinary Judge. Several jurisdictions
have moved to the PDJ model in recent years. As envisioned, there would be a
presiding judge to sit on all disciplinary cases together with a volunteer lawyer
and a volunteer public member. The experience of other jurisdictions has been
increased consistency in decisions and less delay both in pre-trial proceedings
and in the rendering of the opinion. The Supreme Court would select the PDJ,
who would serve at the pleasure of the court. The OSB would pay the PDJ’s
salary and provide administrative support, but the PDJ would be accountable
solely to the court. As with the Disciplinary Board the PDJ would be independent
of BOG or OSB Executive Director q. The CJ has indicated his interest in the idea
and it enjoys modest support from the SPRB. The current case load would
require at least a .5 FTE position with some administrative assistance. A rough
estimate of the cost of a half-time PDJ (presumably a retired judge) is
approximately $100,000 to $125,000 annually.
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2. Expand Authority of the Client Assistance Office. Consideration should be given
to authorizing the Client Assistance Office to negotiate and enter into diversion
agreements in minor matters.
3. Comprehensive rewrite of the Bar Rules of Procedure. As a result of the various
amendments to the BRs over the years, they are not well organized and are
difficult to navigate. There are also areas where the authority of the respective
participants is not clear. As any changes recommended and approved through
the review process will necessitate amendments to the BRs, this will be an
opportune time to undertake a complete review and updating of the rules.

+6Memo
Date: November 2011
From: Sylvia Stevens, Executive Director
Re:
Disciplinary System Reviews
What follows is a brief summary of the various reviews that have been conducted of the
OSB disciplinary system.
Over the last 40 years there have been seven comprehensive reviews of the OSB
disciplinary system and a handful of smaller reviews. The central issue in nearly every review is
delay, and a variety of solutions have been offered and implemented. The most-often
suggested solution is to reduce or eliminate reliance on volunteers, but changes in that area
have been only infrequently adopted, largely because of the perceived value of having “real
lawyers” evaluate the conduct of their peers.
The earliest review of which records can be found was in 1972, a time when the BOG
was significantly involved in disciplinary matters. The review appears to have been instigated
by the BOG in response to criticisms of lawyer discipline by then-Chief Justice Burger of the US
Supreme Court and threats to put public members on the BOG. The thrust of the review was to
identify ways to eliminate or reduce delays in the resolution of cases. Recommendations
included hiring staff investigators and prosecutors,1 eliminating the Disciplinary Review Board
and creating a “permanent” Trial Board.
The next review was in 1982, requested by the Disciplinary Review Board. At the time,
SPRB recommendations for prosecution were reviewed by the BOG. If prosecution ensued, the
trial panel opinion was reviewed by Disciplinary Review Board before being sent on to the
Supreme Court. The average time to conclude a case was 28 months, and the DRB questioned
whether its review was of value. Recommendations from that review included hiring
professional (staff) prosecutors;2 eliminating LPRCs or treating them as panels of individuals,
and clarifying that their role is to investigate rather than recommend disposition; have the
BOG step out of its “grand jury” role; and eliminate the DRB. It is not clear what, if any,
changes were made in response to that review.
In 1986 and 1987, the ABA Committee on Discipline conducted a comprehensive
review in light of the recent McKay Commission report. The recommendations that ensued
included separating the disciplinary functions from General Counsel’s Office; publishing final
(not appealed) trial decisions; replacing the Disciplinary Board with a permanent panel that
had some staff support; eliminating the SPRB and giving Disciplinary Counsel prosecutorial
authority subject to review by a trial panel; and reducing the reliance on volunteers by using
1

At the time, prosecution of disciplinary cases was handled by OSB General Counsel.
The thrust of this recommendation seems to be that prosecution of disciplinary cases should be done by
someone with special expertise, rather than just one of the General Counsel staff.
2
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staff investigators and prosecutors instead of LPRCs and volunteer bar counsel. Only the first
two suggestions were implemented.
Another review was conducted in 1992 following a suggestion at the BOG retreat that
the Disciplinary Board model wasn’t working. After study, the BOG rejected a “singleadjudicator” model, but recommended allowing pre-hearing conferences, giving the SPRB
chair authority to approve stipulations, and establishing a standing committee on discipline.
The first two recommendations were implemented, but not the third.
The BOG retreat in 1997 generated another review, focusing on a central intake
process, hiring more staff investigators, adopting a criminal-case model to streamline
discovery, and developing a method to identify practice-area specialists for trial panels. A
central intake pilot project ensued, and in 1998 we hired our first staff investigator, but the
other ideas were never implemented.
A Professional Discipline Workgroup of the BOG was created in 2001. It suggested
expediting intake and LPRC investigations, implementing a cost-benefit factor in SPRB
charging decisions, rewarding volunteers, immediately suspending lawyers who don’t respond
and adding another staff investigator. Nothing concrete came from that study.
Later in 2001, the HOD passed a resolution requiring the creation of a Disciplinary
System Task Force to perform a comprehensive review of the disciplinary system, motivated in
large part by concerns about the slowness of the process and the perception of bias against
solo and small-firm practitioners. The DSTF presented 12 recommendations at the 2002 HOD
meeting, all of which were approved and subsequently implemented in some manner: (1) study
the disciplinary rules to make them simpler and easier to comply with; (2) create a rule allowing
lawyers to rely on written ethics advice from the OSB; (3) develop CLEs for lawyers in high-risk
practice areas; (4) establish a central intake separate from discipline counsel’s office; (5)
establish a diversion program; (6) purge records of dismissed complaints; (7) give SPRB
authority to decline prosecution; (8) create a Disciplinary Board clerk to function like a trial
court clerk in trial proceedings;3 (9) develop alternative dispute resolution for disciplinary
cases; (10) allow Supreme Court review only on request; (11) increase the use of probation; (12)
label as a “disciplinary complaint” only those matters where it has been determined there is an
arguable violation of a rule.
The DSTF report indicates that the task force “considered but didn’t adopt
recommendations that would address [the issues of delay and bias] directly. It chose to focus
instead on what it found to be their root causes.” The DSTF rejected the elimination or severe
reduction of the role of volunteers because it found broad membership support for volunteers
and no support for the costs associated with replacing volunteers with paid staff. The task
force noted a recurring theme that bias exists against solo and small-firm practitioners,
particularly in the area of criminal law, but was not persuaded that bias could be assessed
objectively. The report concluded with the task force’s belief that adoption of its
3

At the time, records of formal disciplinary proceedings at the trial level were “filed with” and maintained by
Disciplinary Counsel’s Office rather than in a central and neutral location.
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recommendations would significantly reduce the time required to resolve legitimate
disciplinary problems and also its general confidence that the system is fair.
In 2004, then-BOG member Lauren Paulson suggested that the BOG continue to study
the issues of delay and bias that he contended were not addressed by the DSTF and asked for
the creation of a new task force. The BOG declined, but in 2005 the Policy & Governance
Committee looked at substituting staff investigations for LPRCs; eliminating the use of
volunteer bar counsel except in complex cases; establishing mandatory timelines and
dismissing cases if they weren’t met; and replacing the Disciplinary Board with one or more
professional adjudicators.
No formal changes in the disciplinary process resulted from that study, but in 2005 the
bar began to assign investigations to individual LPRC members rather than to the committee
as a whole (in effect using the LPRC as a panel of available investigators), which resulted
generally in faster investigations. It also alleviated the difficulty of finding willing volunteers to
serve.
A bill was introduced to the 2011 Legislature to conform the Bar Act to the process
being used by eliminating LPRCs and authorizing direct assignment to individual volunteer
investigators. SB 381 passed the Oregon Senate, but ran into resistance in the Oregon House
because a few lawyer/legislators from Eastern and Southern Oregon believed the bill would
diminish local input or influence in disciplinary investigations. Our attempts to explain that the
bill would not change how investigations are done currently and that the disciplinary rules are
statewide standards in any event had no effect, and the bill died.
Some of the administrative benefits anticipated from SB 381 were nevertheless
achieved administratively. The BOG determined that there was no need to maintain 16
separate LPRCs throughout the state and that it was free to appoint one LPRC for each BOG
region, thereby reducing the number to 7. With fewer LPRCs, it is easier to filling committee
rosters with willing volunteers and there are fewer administrative details to coordinate.
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Hon. Edwin J. Peterson
Supreme Court
Supreme Court Ruildlng
Salem, Oregon 97310
Dear Chief Justice Peterson:
I am pleased to provide you with the Final Report of
the Evaluation of the lawyer djsciplinary system In
the state of Oregon which has been approved by the
Standlng Committee on Professional Discipline of the
American Bar Association. Please note that while the
contents of this report will be held confidential by
the ABA, i't is not unusual for the local media to
become aware of its exl stence. Officials in your
jurisdiction should be prepared to respond to media
Inquiries. ABA staff will refer media inquiries to
officials in the jurlsdictlon.
On behalf of the team, I extend our appreciation to
you, the members of pour staff, the Supreme Court and
all those who asslsted us durlng the evaluatjon
process. We hope this document will provide
meaningful assjstance In the improvement of the
Oregon disciplinary system.
The Standing Committee strongly suggests the
jurlsdictlon appoint an ad hoc commlttee to recelve
the team report and make further recommendations to
the Court. The Ad Hoc Committee should not contain
members with disciplinary posltions. The ABA team
reporter will revislt the jurjsdiction to meet with
the Ad Hoc Committee as part of the evaluatjon
process upon request

.

DIRECTOR
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T~moth*K. ~ c P k e
LEC4L A5515TAh7
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STAFF ASSISTAh7
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If the bar counsel will notify the Standing Committee
of the names and addresses of the committee who will
recelve and rev1ew the flnal report, we wi 11 forward
to each member of that committee a copy of
Professi onal Di scl pline for Lawyers and Judges

Hon. Edwin J. Peterson
February 12, 1987
page two

which contains standards upon which we based our evaluatjon.
The cost of these materials is included in the evaluatjon
charges.

K. McPiko
'%mothy
Regulation Counsel
cc:

Standing Cornmi ttee on Professional Discjpline
George A. Riemer
Celene Greene
William A. Barton
tP

Encl : Professi onal Di scfpline for Lawyers and Judges
9967q

EVALUATION TEAM

Linda Donnelly
Denver, Colorado

Stephen Hutchinson
S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah

Terrence Brooks
Chicago, 11 1 inol s

Timothy Kevi n McPike , Reporter
Chicago, 11 l i n o i s
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INTRODUCTION
In 1980, the Standing Committee on Professional
Discipline of the American Bar Assocjation initiated a
national pilot project to evaluate, upon invitation,
individual state lawyer disciplinary enforcement
programs. In aid of the evaluation process, the Standing
Committee developed 107 cri teria adapted from the American
Bar Association Standards for Lawyer Discipline and
Di sabi 1 i ty Proceedings (hereinaf ter "Lawyer Standards") to
be applied by the team durjng its evaluation of the
discipline system. The Lawyer Standards reflect the best
policies and procedures drawn from the collective
experience of di sci pl i nary agencies throughout the
country, and were unanimously adopted by the House of
Delegates.
The evaluation project involves sending a team of
individuals experienced in the field of lawyer discipline
to examine the structure, operation, and procedures of the
disciplinary system to be evaluated. At the conclusion of
its investigation, the team reports its findings and
recommendations for the improvement of the system to
representatives of the lawyer disciplinary agency on a
confidential basis.
A team conducted an on-si te evaluation of the Oregon
lawyer disciplinary system in August, 1986. The team was
composed of Stephen Hutchinson from Salt Lake City, Utah,
a member of the Standing Committee on Professional
Di scipline; Linda D. Donnelly of Denver, Colorado,
Disciplinary Prosecutor for the Supreme Court of Colorado;
and Terrence Brooks and Timothy McPike from Chicago,
Illinois, Counsel at the ABA Center for Professional
Responsibi l i ty.

During its investigation, the team conducted
interviews with persons involved with all facets of the
di sciplinary system, including members of the Supreme
Court, the Local Professional Responsibi l i ty Commi ttees,
the State Professional Responsibility Board, the State
Disciplinary Board, the Chief Judge for the U.S. District
Court, volunteer Bar Counsel, respondents' counsel,
respondents, Bar Association officials, and members of the
bar generally. Members of the team also reviewed internal
office records and proceaures in the General Counsel 's
office as well as the rules governing lawyer discipline.
We are grateful to all participants in thJs
evaluation. The team was consistently impressed with the
high dedication to public service evidenced by the members
of the disciplinary system. We are especially grateful to
the General Counsel and his staff for their assistance jn
the preparation and coordination required for the team's
visit.
This report is designed to provide -constructive
recommendations based upon the investigation and our
collective knowledge and experience in lawyer discipline.
The report generally excludes from discussion those areas
of the system that are operating effectjvely and which are
consistent with the crjteria drawn from the Lawyer
Standards.

OVERVIEW

Oregon ' s lawyer popul atj on j s concentrated in
Mu1 tnomah County (Portland) wi th approxjmately 3,600 of
Oregon's 7,500 resident lawyers practjcing there. m e
Oregon lawyer disciplinary system comprises:
General Counsel
employed by the Oregon State Bar,
has the authority to dismiss complaints that do not state
a claim, refers serious cases to the Local Professional
Responsibility Committee (LPRC) for investigation, or
investigates and reports djrectly to the State
General Counsel
Professj onal Responsi bj 1 j ty Board (SPRB)
also assists the volunteer Bar Counsel who presents the
case at hearing. General Counsel briefs and argues the
case before the Supreme Court.
Local pro-fessdonal Responsjbj l i ty C o m i ttees
lnvestigate matters referred to them by the General
Counsel or the State Professional Eesponsjbiljty Board
(SPRB) and report back to the SPRB. Organjzed by Oregon
State Bar Board of Governors-determlned distrjcts, each
commjttee has at least three resident lawyers and one
nonlawyer. Members are appojnted by the Board of
Governors.
State Professjonal Responslbjli ty Board
oversees the
jnvestigation of complajnts and map begln an jnvestjgatjon
on jts own motjon. The SPRB determlnes whether probable
cause exlsts: j t may djsmjss a matter, refer to General
Counsel or an LPRC for further I.nvestigation, jssue an
admonjtjon (whjch requjres respondent's consent as under
the ABA Standards but Is publjc jn Oregon), or order
General Counsel to fjle formal charges of misconduct. The
SPRB js appointed by the Board of Governors, and comprises
seven lawyers and one nonlawyer. The SPRB js concejved as

-

.

-

.

-

I

1

a prosecutorial body making a charging decision rather
than an adjudicative body determjning whether probable
cause exj s ts
Discjplinary Board
sjts jn regjonal Trial Panels to
hear evidence, make fjndings of fact and conclus~onsof
law, djsmjss charges or jmpose sanctions. The
Discjplinary Board is composed o f one state chajrman, six
regi onal chairmen, and 61 addi tjonal members jncludjng 1 8

.

-

.

non-lawyers
Trl a1 panels of three members are appoj nted
from the regjon of the respondent's resjdence or practjce.
Oregon Supreme Court
reviews all declsjons to
suspend for more than sixty days or disbar, and reviews
dismjssals or suspensjons of less than sjxty days upon
appeal by either party.

-

RECOMMENDATTONS

I.

General Counsel
Recommendation 1

- Functions

of General Counsel

General Counsel should perform all prosecutorjal
functions, including investigating all
allegations whi ch, If true, would constitute
grounds for discipline or transfer to disability
inactive status; investigating all facts
pertaining to peti tlons for reinstatement ;
recommending a di sposi tion based upon the facts
revealed by the investigation; and prosecutjng
matters at all stages. General Counsel should
appoint and supervjse all staff members.
UntIl a separate discjplinary counsel's office is
established, General Counsel should be appojnted
by the Board of Governors.

The Oregon System
The General Counsel's responsibj 1 i tjes Include general
counsel work for the state bar, I I d t e d djscjplinary
jnvestigatjon, executjve secretary and admjnjstratjve
functions for all levels of the dlscjpljnary system,
assjstance to volunteer Bar Counsel, and true
prosecutorjal functions only at the appellate level.
True prosecutorIal discretion over case management
rests wi th the State Professional Responsibj l I ty Board
that determines which cases to prosecute. Whjle thjs
procedure appears simi lar to a probable cause
determinatjon by a magistrate, the team was told 1 t is jn

fact a determination to charge made by a corporate
prosecutor and unreviewed by a neutral third party
adjudicator.
While 'General Counsel has a great deal of discretion
over hiring and djsmissing staff, it is clear that the
Executive Director of the State Bar has the authority to
make final decisions on all staffing matters. This
naturally results from the dual role of the General
Counsel as disciplinary counsel and general counsel to the
State Bar.

Effects
The General Counsel staff is overworked as a "paper
pusher," keeping track of and urging along various
volunteer enti ties ' handl ing of the lcaseload , and at the
same time is underutilized as an experienced staff of
disciplinary counsel. General Counsel staff spend a great
deal of time admini stering volunteer handling of
investigations (by LPRCs) , deci sions to prosecute or
dismiss cases (by the SPRB! , and presentations at hearfng
(by volunteer Bar Counsel). Yet the team was told the
State Bar could not "afford" to hire enough Investigators
and counsel to assume these functions from the volunteer
bodies. Clearly, the cost of the delay created by the use
of volunteers and the cost of administration by General
Counsel staff are not being considered.
The lack of a fu1 l -time, profess1 onal , independent
Counsel and staff to perform fnvestigations, make charging
recommendations, and present cases at hearing has created
problems in Oregon:
1) delay is inherent in transmi~tingdocuments,
schedullng meetl ngs , tracki ng case progress, finding
suitable volunteers, and overseeing administrative chores

created by using volunteers instead of professional staff;
2) delay i s routine i n 'investigations performed by
busy volunteer lawyers, a n d t h e team was told that some
LPRCs are notorious for poor work;
3) decisions tend to become miniature trials on merits
rather than probable cause determinations. Because the
SPRB acts as a "corporate prosecutor" rather than a grand
jury in the decision to file formal charges, there are no
institutionalized roles in the decision process, i .e., no
neutral third party adjudicator to be convinced and no
advocate for a specific disposition based on the
investi-gation;
4) because General Counsel lacks real prosecutorlal
discretion, borderline cases that could be screened out
early are often sent to the LPRCs for investigation and
then to the SPRB where real authority to dispose resides.
Although the Oregon Supreme Court has seen the
problems associ ated wi th volunteer counsel appearing
before it and has instructed the General Counsel to assume
that role, volunteer counsel still handle presentations to
the Trial Panels of the State Disciplinary Board (SDB).
General Counsel staff must contjnue to work closely with
volunteer counsel because the expertise rests wjth the
General Counsel's staff. Therefore, efforts are
dupljcated to a great extent.
There js nejther an jndependent, centralized
prosecutor in the Oregon system nor a centraljzed
volunteer adjudicatjve or adm3nj strative author3 ty. As a
result :
1) the SPRB acts as a corporate prosecutor, not as an
adjudicator or administrator,-and even jn jts
prosecutorial role has only loose control over the LPRCs
that act as jnvestigators;
2) the State Dl sciplinary Board serves no
pol i cy-maki ng role, performs only mjni ma1 ly as an

i

admjnj stratjve body to coordjnate Its hearlng schedules,
serves no appellate function, and spljts into independent
Trjal Panels to hear cases.
Overall coordinatj on and admjnl stratj on of the system
Is left to a General Counsel's staff that lacks basjc
prosecutorlal independence or djscretfon. The Supreme
Court, the ultjmate djsclplinary authorjty, does not (and
properly should not) hear cases involvjng less than sjxty
day suspensfons unless they are appealed. Thus, the
majorfty of disciplinary decisions affecting accused
lawyers in Oregon are made by numerous and varfous
quasi -independent bodies only occasl onal ly gul ded by
precedent or any centraljzed policy.

The Recommendatj on

t
A system of Oregon's sjze handling this number of
cases per year needs centralized pojnts of authorjty and
declsionmakjng. General Counsel must have prosecutorjal
djscretion to jnvestlgate cases, dismjs-s those that fall
outsjde the jurlsdictjon of the agency, and for the rest
make recommendatjons for case djsposjtjon to a neutral
third party adjudj cator.
The Oregon State Bar's hesjtancy to create a strong
staff djsclpljnary authority stems from jts hfstory as a
small bar. Reliance on volunteers, however, js dsplaced
for certajn functions once the disciplinary caseload
reaches the sIze of Oregon's. The use of LPRCs and the
SPRB to determjne whether charges should be filed causes
delay and spends too many volunteer and staff hours for
the number of cases being investjgated.
We el sewhere recommend that indjvj duals replace the
SPRB in revj ewj ng General Counse 1 ' s recommendatl on for

case disposition after investigation, LPRCs be eliminated,
and volunteer bar counsel be eliminated. Volunteers in
these roles cannot function as efficiently as an
independent General Counsel with prosecutorial discretion.
The experience of states where jndependent centralized
disciplinary counsel are used demonstrates that staff can
handle investigation, deci sions to charge (subject to
review by volunteers), and presentation of cases more
efficiently and with a more consistent policy than can
volunteers. Under the present Oregon system, a good-sized
staff of lawyers is servjng as a prop to an outmoded
system that is essentially all-volunteer.
The power of an independent disciplinary counsel can
be balanced appropriately by placing the appointment and
removal authori ty wi th the State Dj scipl inary Board, by
placing review of-the decision to charge with an
independent adjudicator, and by maintaining the existing
right of a respondent to appeal.
We elsewhere recommend a gradual transi tion from an
omnibus General Counsel's office to a separate
Disciplinary Counsel position. Until that time, General
Counsel should be appointed by the Board of Governors and
should be granted as much independent authority as
possible within his or her position as Counsel to the
State Bar administered by the Executive Director.
The General Counsel should not be subject to the
authori ty of the Executive Djrector for hiring or
dismissal of djsciplinary staff, however. To do so
undercuts the independence of the position and subjscts i t
to Immediate poll tical pressures.

-

Recommendation 2
Separate Disciplinary
Functions of General Counsel
The General Counsel's staff should be partitioned
and all disciplinary functions should be handled
by specified personnel who have no other duties,
except where such other duties will not interfere
wi th di sciplinary enforcement.
As the disciplinary workload grows, a separate
and independent Disciplinary Counsel position and
staff should be created from the existing General
Counsel office

.

The Oregon System

d

The General Counsel 's off 5 ce ha dles a1 1 the usual
legal matters concerning an integrated state bar
association in addition to the unusual administrative
demands of the present disciplinary structure. It also
staffs the Ethics, Client Securi ty Fund, Fee Arbi tration,
Unlawful Practice, Disciplinary Rules, Ad Hoc Model Rules,
and Lawyers Assistance Committees, and acts as ljaison
between these and other bar committees and the Board of
Governors. At the request of the Executive Director, it
acts as staff liaison for several Bar Sections. It
coordinates and reports on the activi ties of outside
counsel when the Bar is involved in a lawsuit, which
averages five actions at any given time. The office also
handles contested admissions to the bar and telephone
ethics inquiries.

Effects of the Oregon System
As stated elsewhere, the administrative burden posed
by the current disciplinary structure is out of proportion
to the number of cases being processed, and is created by
the need to prop up the use of volunteers in the
prosecutorial function. That administrative burden,
combined with all of the non-disciplinary functions
performed by General Counsel's office, results in a
significant diversion of legal resources from the
evaluation and processing of allegations of lawyer
ml sconduct

.

Almost everyone interviewed by the team mentioned the
delay in processing cases as an important problem wi th the
system. The use of trained legal staff as
jack-of-all-trades administrators rather than as
specialized disciplinary counsel seems to the team to be
one cause of the delay. The General Counsel and staff
accept their varied duties professionally and
responsfbly. Nevertheless, the di ffering functions they
are required to perform detract from thefr collectfve and
individual proficiency in the di sciplinary area.

The Recommendation
In the team's opinion, the ultimate goal as Oregon
grows to a medjum-sjzed bar js a separate and jndependent
disciplinary counsel and staff. To move from a n .
all-volunteer system to that of professional disciplinary
counsel obvfously requfres both time and money.
Transftion should be gradual to prevent disruption of a
basically effectfve system.

To the extent possible within the current legal staff,
disciplinary duties should be assigned full-time to
specific individuals and non-disciplinary duties to
others. Allowances should be made for cross-training for
backup purposes, and assignments should be flexible enough
to allow the General Counsel to meet all obljgations to
the State Bar.
Gradually, the specialization of the existing staff
should evolve into a separate Disciplinary Counsel
Office. There currently exist several possibilities for
conflicts of interest fn General Counsel representing
other State Bar entl ties (for example, the Client Securi ty
Fund) and semi ng as dl scipl inary counsel. Speci all zation
and ultimately separation wi 11 avoid these.
Lawyer discipline is one of the most important
functions of our selfwregulatfng profession. The interim
specialization and ultimate separation of the disciplinary
function in the General Counsel's office is really a
matter of clarifying priorities. When all staff members
are doing a variety of tasks,
tend to be set by
external events; "the squeeking wheel gets the grease"
syndrome appears in force. Lawyer discipline is important
enough and voluminous enough in Oregon, in our view, to
have full-time, specialized staff lawyers tending it.

-

Recommendation 3 Administrative and Legal Staff
for State Disci~linarvBoard
The State Bar should provide admini strative staff
to assist the State Disciplinary Board and
separate legal staff to advise:the Board and its
constituent Trial Panels.

The Oregon System
The SDB has no administrative or legal staff. The
team was told the Chairmen of the State Board and regions
are responsible for obtaining Trial Panelists, scheduling
meetings, securing meeting places, and handling
administrative chores. The team was also told that
because of the inherent conflict of interest, the General
Counsel's staff is unable to advise the SDB or Trial
Panels- on legal matters pertaining to cases under decision.

Effects of Current System
The State Disciplinary Board is really six local
"pools" of volunteers from which local Trial Panels are
chosen. Each Trial Panel is both composed and scheduled
ad hoc. The combination of requiring local Panelists and
constituting panels ad hoc makes the administrative chore
a never-ending struggle. Sjnce there is no admi ni s trative
staff, this burden falls on the volunteer chairmen.
Because Tri a1 Panels are adjudicative, the General
Counsel cannot advise them. LPRCs and the SPRB are
prosecutorial components, so there is no conflict in
General Counsel staff advising them. LPRCs and the SPRB
are also ongoing'groups that meet repeatedly and whose
members therefore devel op some expert i se in Oregon
di sciplinary procedures. Tri a1 -Panel members, In
contrast, may sit on cases on1.y two or three times a year
ot less. Thus, the part of the system that often faces
the most difficult procedural issues is also least likely
to have experienced members and is the only component the
General Counsel cannot advise.

The Recommendation
We elsewhere recommend that the State Disciplinary
Board be reconstituted into three or more statewide,
permanent Trial Panels that meet on a fixed, rotating
basis. This would eliminate most of the current
administrative burden.
Regardless of whether that recommendation is adopted,
it is essential to the efficient operation of the
disciplinary system that hearings are scheduled promptly
and in a consjstent fashion. The current system of ad hoc
local hearing committees is used in other states, but in
those states a paid staff member is responsible for
scheduling. The combination of the unwleldy system and
the use of volunteers as administrators is a prescription
for delay. It ls unfair to burden busy lawyers with
low-level adminjstrative tasks. There f s no problem with
conflict of interest rules in the State Bar provjding
admjnistrative personnel to serve the State Disciplinary
Board. It is, fn the team's vlew, a necessary step in
streamlining the system.
Equally essential is some form of specialist legal
advice to the adjudicative component of the disciplinary
system. Although there is an inherent conflict of
interest in General counsel 's office advi sing the Trial
Panels, this is only so when there is no segregation of
functions among the legal staff in the State Bar offices.
In a unftary system, both prosecution and adjudication
are the responsibility of a single agency. Its
consti tutional i ty has been upheld: Wi throw v. Larkin, 421
U.S. 35 (1975); In re Smeekens, 396 Mich. 719, 2 4 2 N - W - 2 d
391 (1976) ; State v. Turner, 217 Ken. 574, 538 P a 2 d 966
(1975).

.

Nevertheless, prosecutorl a1 and acdjudlcative functfons
should be separated as much as posslble wl thln the unitary
system to avold unfairness and any appearance of
unfalrness
Persons who perform prosecutorlal functlons
should neither perform nor supervise persons who perform
adjudlcatlve functlons, and vlce versa.

.

Wl thln these constraints, and wj thln our
recommendation elsewhere that dl sclpljnary functl ons be
segregated wl thin the General Counsel's offl ce, l t should
be possible to designate one staff lawyer and one support
staff person to serve the State Djscipllnary Board. These
staff members would have other dutjes jn addl tlon, and
would not report to the General Counsel (so long as
discipllnary functfons are vested In that office).

Recommendation 4

-

Publl sh Tri a1 Panel Deci sjons

Those declsfons of the Trial Panels that are not
reviewed by the Supreme Court should be publlshed
and indexed.

The Oregon System
Those decl slons of the Trlal Panels that impose
suspenslon longer than 60 days or that have been appealed
become part of the record for revlew by the Supreme
Court. The decision of the Court is then published and
serves as precedent.
Decisfons of the Trial Panels lmposjng lesser
sanctlons that are not appealed are not published ln a
manner easily accessible to the bar.

Effects of the Current System
The majority of disciplinary cases involve low level
misconduct and low sanctions. Unless appealed, these
cases are not reviewed by the Supreme Court. Thus, the
majority of adjudicated di sciplinary decisions are not
published and have no precedential value.
Without publfshed, indexed decisions, there is no
mechani.sm for respondents, respondents counsel, or members
of Trial Panels to compare facts currently under
consideration to those of cases previously decided. The
possibility is created that similar acts might be
determined to constitute misconduct in one case and not In
another, or that the level of sanction imposed might
differ considerably.
Slnce there is no appellate review of Trial Panel
decisions other than the Supreme Court, there is no other
mechanism for bringing d e d sions of the indivi dual Trial
Panels into basi c conformi ty.

The Recommendation
Decisions of Trial Panels should contain findings of
fact, conclusions of law, and the rationale for imposition
of the particular sanction to serve as useful precedent.
Publication could be formal, as in the official reporter
with state appellate and Supreme Court decisions, or less
formal, as in separately published advance sheets bound in
three ring binders. In either case, the decisions should
be indexed by name and types of misconduct to be useful
for legal research.

Investlgatl on and Screenlnq
Recommendation 5

- Reporting

Crlmlnal Convictions

The Supreme Court should promulgate a rule
requiring the clerks of all courts to report
criminal convlctlons of lawyers to the General
Counsel.

The Oregon System
There currently 1s no requirement that clerks of court
or other officials report convictlons of lawyers to the
General Counsel.

Effects of the Current System
While not all criminal convictlons constitute a
violation of professlonal ethlcs, the fact that a lawyer
has vlolated even a technical provislon of the criminal
law 1s sufflclent to justlfy a preliminary investigation
by General Counsel. When a lawyer convicted of a crime
involving dlshonesty or other acts reflecting on fltness
to practice continues to practice, the professlon is
demeaned in the publlc eye.
It 1s dlfflcult, if not impossible, for General
Counsel to monitor all criminal convictions in the state.
The real posslblllty exists, then, that a lawyer might be
convicted of a crlme cons ti tuting misconduct and go
undetected by the disciplinary system.

The Recommendatl on
As head of the judlclal branch of the state
government, the Oregon Supreme Court could by rule requlre
a copy of any judgment of convlctlon of .a lawyer,
certified by the clerk, to be forwarded to the Genera1
Counsel.

-

Recommendation 6
El lmlnate Local Professl onal
Responslblllty Commjttees
The Supreme Court should ellmlnate Local
Professfonal Responsibility Committees in all
reglons except the most populous, and should
provide funds to hire a sufficient number of
full-time staff investigators under the dlrectlon
of the General Counsel to assume the work.
As soon as Is practical, the Court should
ellmlnate all Local Professional Responslbll l ty
Commfttees and provlde sufflclent funds to hire
full-time staff lnvestlgators.
At a mlnlmum, the Court should lmmedlately amend
the rules to forbld the use of grand jury style
lnvestigatlve proceedfngs at the Local
Professional Responsibility Committee level.

The Oregon System
Local Professl onal Responsiblll ty Comml ttees
lnvestlgate those allegations of ml sconduct in their
countles referred by either the General Counsel or the

State Professional Responsibility Board. LPRCs vary by
the lawyer populations they serve. Only 31 lawyers
practice within the area of the Baker and Grant Counties
LPRC's juri sdiction; only 33 lawyers wi thin the Union and
Wallowe Counties LPRC'S jurisdiction; the Multnomah County
LPRC has 3,639 lawyers practicing wi thin i ts jurisdiction.
Because of the workload, cases assigned to most LPRCs
are delegated to indivi dual members for investi gati on and
report. The LPRC then votes as a committee of the whole
on the individual Investigator's report. In a few LPRCs,
the Committees attempt to investigate each case in the
fashion of a grand jury.
The team was told that even where investigations are
delegated to individual members, most are not completed
within the time period mandated by the rules. In those
LPRCs still attempting to operate by the grand jury
method, delays are even longer. Generally, the team was
told, LPRCs and their members are overloaded wi th cases.
Nonlawyer members are placed on the LPRCs in the
spirit of keeping the system open to publ~ic scrutiny. The
team was told, however, that nonlawyer members are rarely
fami 1 i ar enough wi th basic investigative or legal
procedures to perform investigations wi thout the
assistance of a lawyer member, nor is there a specific
training program to teach these skills.

Effects of the Oreeon Svstem
In a state with a small lawyer population, a system of
volunteer lawyers serving as disciplinary investigators
may be feasible because the demands on individual
volunteers will be slight and the number of necessary
volunteers wi th be small.

:

Oregon clearly has grown past this point. Demands on
individual LPRC members in some areas are burdensome, and
the number of volunteers needed is high. With many
volunteers, effective centralized oversight is difficult
or impossible. The team was told that the quality of
investigations ranged from very good to poor.
While central oversight of volunteer investigators i s
not feasible in the present system, administration using
General Counsel as a central intake point, dispatcher, and
administrative secretary for the LPRCs imposes a major
burden on that office.
The most serious problem, next to delay, js the
possibility that local bias may affect the jnvestigation
of a disciplinary complaint. The team was told that there
have been instances of "soft spots" in the system, i .e.,
t
local bias for or against a lawyer under investigation.
Discipline by local disciplinary officials !s
historically the one structural feature giving rise to the
greatest abuse of the professjon's power-of
self-regulation. The seminal work in the reform of
professional regulation, the report of the Clark
Commission, stated:
Decentralized di sciplinary structures
complicate the already difficult task of
admini stering effectlve professional discipline.
Neither the disciplinary agency member nor the
judge who frequently works and meets socially
with an attorney can judge him objectively.

................................
#.#...........
By permitting the local disciplinary

agencies to maintain a role in the initial
handling and disposition of complaints, moreover,
this state's system hampers uniform discipline by
permitting local criteria [i.e. local
interpretation of the state's rules of

professional responsibility] to determine whether
the specific misconduct warrants referral to the
statewide disciplinary commission for court
act ion.
The local component of Oregon's disciplinary system is more
limited than those discussed in the Clark Report.
Nevertheless, it suffers from the same inherent weakness. The
procedures employed and the quality of work produced cannot.be
standardized or controlled; the potential for local bias is
high.
Finally, while the team was told that 'grand jurym style
investigations have been disapproved by the SPRB, the team was
also told that tne practice was continuing in some LPRCs.
Grand jury style investigations are cumbersome and waste
resources. The historical reasons for the use of grand juries
in a criminal context do not apply in a professional licensing
action. Even i.n those states that do use such proceedings,
they are employed at the State Professional Responsibility
Board (probable cause determination) levei, not during the
initial investigation.
While the team found that untrained nonlawyer volunteers
are not truly useful as investigators, they do potentially
serve to reduce any possible favoritism by lawyer members
toward accused lawyers. It is not necessarily true that
nonlawyers will serve as a bulwark against bias aqainst an
accused lawyer, however.

The Recommendation
The team was told that the State Bar "could notafford to
replacem the LPRCs with professional investigators. In light
of the inability to control the procedures or quality of
investigation, the delay, the administrative burden, and the
continuing possibility that local bias may affect the initial
stages of a disciplinary proceeding, it seems the State ,Bar

already pays a high price for not using professional
investjgators.
Many states that employ professional investigators use the
servi ces of retired law enforcement off i cers who a1 ready
possess requisite skills. Full-time investigators are more
effjcient than volunteers, who must attend to their practices
first. Full-time investigators are able to handle a much
greater caseload.
While the LPRCs constitute in our view a serious flaw in
the system, the actual and potentjal problems they present are
buffered somewhat by General Counsel 's investigative authority
and by the author: ty of the SPRB to determine whether to file
charges. We otherwi se would recommend jmmedj ate el iminati on of
this local component. However, to better determine actual
costs, the team recommends a gradual phasjng out of LPRCs,
replacing those serving the least $pulous regions with a
professional investigator on the General Counsel's staff. The
ABA Survey on Lawyer Discipline Systems, 1986 shows that Oregon
investigated 273 complaints during 1985. In that same year,
Georgia (lawyer population 18,987) investigated 224 complaints
using 5 full-time lawyers and 1 investigator. Indiana (11,565.
lawyers) investigated 612 complaints using 3 full-time and one
part-time counsel and 1 investigator. The New York 3rd
Judicial Department (4,300 lawyers) investigated 146 complaints
using 3 full-time lawyers and 1 investigator. Adding one
full-time investigator, then, could possibly replace most or
all of the LPRCs.
The team considered recommending as a stop-gap measure the
removal of all nonl awyer volunteers (except any who happened to
be trained investigators) from the LPRCs because of their lack
of necessary training. However, we believe public members may
serve as limi ted protection against . favor1 ti sm toward accused
lawyers by the lawyer members of an LPRC. Public membere may
not protect against local bias against an accused lawyer,

however, since such bias may be shared by the general local
population. The team was told that some instances of local
bias have occurred; hence, public members may offer no
protection at all. Nevertheless, as long as Oregon retains the
LPRC structure for investigation, public members should remain.
At a minimum, the Court should by rule el iminate- the grand
jury style investjgation by the LPRCs. The delay created and
waste of volunteer resources mandates that LPRCs, if they must
be used, be a pool of individual investjgators rather than a
grand jury.

-

Recommendation 7
Make Complaints Against Lawyers
Confidenti a1 Untll Formal Charges are Filed
The Court should promulgate a rule providing that
prior to the filing and service of formal charges, the
proceeding shall be confidential ,
except that the pendency, subject matter, and status
of an investigation may be disclosed if:
(a)

the respondent has waived- confidentiali ty;

(b)

the proceeding i s based upon conviction of a
cri me ;

(c)

the proceeding is based upon allegations that
have become generally known to the public.

I..
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The Oregon System
Oregon is the only state in the country to make all
proceedings on complaints of lawyer misconduct a matter of
public record. This policy was established not by the Supreme

i

I
J

Court but by the legislature.

.

Thus, any allegation, regardless

of foundation or whether it even alleges facts constituting
misconduct, becomes a matter of permanent public record. The
Bar's statement that the allegation was determined to be
without merit is also inserted in the record.
lawyer who is the subject of a complaint, even one
totally fictitious and not Stating facts alleging misconduct,
is unable to prevent the complaint from being made public and
is unable to have the record of the complaint expunged upon.
subsequent dismissal of the complaint.
A

I

Also by statute, Oregon makes any complalnant absolutely
immune from civil liability for making the complaint. Thus, if
a person intentionally makes a groundless complaint that does
not even allege acts constituting misconduct with the sole
purpose of harming the lawyer's reputation, the accused lawyer
is helpless to prevent the matter from being made a permanent
public record and is without remeay for llbel.
The team was told that no other profession in Oregon is
subject to the same exposure of compialnts before investigation.

The Effects of the System
The team was told that no real harm has been caused to any
lawyer by the fact that complaints are made public and the
investigative file is open. Clearly, however, the potential
for damage to an innocent lawyer's reputation is exceedingly
high under the Oregon system.
The lawyer is stripped of all civil remedies against even
the most blatant, malicious damage to his reputation. In
return, he is offered not an iota of due process before the

allegations are made permanent public record. The only
amelioration provided is the Bar's insertion in the record of
its determination that the allegations are frivolous.

The fact that no lawyer has yet been harmed by public
disclosure of unexamined complajnts is consistent with the
experience of other states that make matters public after a
fjnding of probable cause. Except fn unusual cases or those
involvfng public fjgures who are lawyers, lawyer dlscfpljne is
generally jgnored by the publf c.
The lack of public interest in complaints made public
negates the one justification for early djsclosure
that i t
protects the public. The ratfonale is that by the time a
lawyer who is harming clients has been Investigated and formal
charges have been fjled, many more innocent clients will have
been harmed who could have been warned if the first complaint
had been made public. In truth, because the public in Oregon
mostly ignores the publjc record, no additional protection is
gained.

--

Given this si tuation, the Oregon system st311 weighs the
right of the public to be protected from unethfcal lawyers
against the right of honest lawyers to protect their careers
against unfounded complaints, and comes down completely agafnst
the innocent lawyer.

?
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The Recommendation
The confidentiality that attaches prior to a finding of
probable cause and the filjng of formal charges is primarily
for the benefit of the respondent
to protect J l l m against
publicity predicated upon unfounded accusatfons. See State v.
Turner, 538 P.2d 966 (Kan. 1975) ; Chronfcle Publlshfng Company

--

I
1
.I

,

v. Call fornia, 354 P.2d 637 (Cal. 1660) ; McLaughlln v.
Phi ldelphia Newspapers Inc.- , 348 A. 2d 376 (Pa. 1975) ; Molloy
v. Whitmer. 519 S.W.2d 825 (Ky. 1975).

.

If the respondent walves confidentiality or if the nature
of the accusation is already known to the public, the basis for
confidentiality no longer exists.
Once a finding of probable cause has been made, there is no
longer a danger that the allegations against the respondent are
frivolous. The need to assure the integrity of the
disciplinary process in the eyes of the public requires that
from thls point on, further proceedings be open to the public.
Upon a showing of good cause, any individual should be able
to seek a protective order requiring that the hearing be
conducted in such a way as to preserve the confidentiality of
the information which is the subject of the request.

111. Probable Cause Determination

-

Recommendation 8 Eliminate State Professional
Responsibility Board
The Court should eliminate the State Professional
Responsibility Board and should promulgate a rule
providing that:
(a) after Investigation of a matter, the.General
Counsel shall make a recommendation for case
disposition (i.e., dismissal, admonition,
probation, formal charges, or a stay pending
civil or criminal proceedings) ;

(b) the chairmen of Tri a1 Panels shall si t
individually on a fixed, rotating basis [e.g.,
semi-monthly] to review General Counsel's
recommendat'ion and ei ther determine the
disposition of the matter or direct further
investigation;
General Counsel may appeal the decision of
the first chairman to a second chairman
designated by the State Disciplinary Board, who
shall either approve the decision of the first
chairman or that of the General Counsel ; the
decision of the second chairman shall be final;
and
(c)

(d) a Trial Panel whose chairman reviewed the
matter following investigation shall be
di squali fled from further considerati on of the
case.

If the Court does not adopt the above
recommendation, i t should promul-gatea rule
requiring the State Professional Responsibi 1i ty
Board to sit in [3] panels on a rotating basis at
shorter intervals to determine case df sposi tfon
after investigation.
Standards 8.10, 8.11, 8.12

The Oregon System
The State Professional Responsibility Board acts as a
corporate prosecutor in reviewing the investigation of the
General Counsel or LPRC and deciding whether to file
formal charges, admoni sh, or order further investigatfon.

There is no neutral thfrd-party adjudicator deciding
whether probable cause exists. The General Counsel has no
true prosecutorial authority but does make recommendations.
Because -the SPRB meets approximately only seven times
a year, and because investigations by the LPRCs are
usually slow, the average time for determination of
whether to ffle formal charges is six months.
The SPRB in fact determines, as would a prosecutor,
whether i t has a strong enough case to meet the standard
of proof before the Tri a1 Panel , rather than determf ning
the threshold question of whether there is probable cause
to believe misconduct was committed.

Effects of the Oregon System
The current system is cumbersome because i t uses
committee structures to investigate (we elsewhere
recommend eliminatjon of LPRCs) and to make the
prosecutor's decision on filing charges. The SPRB meets
on a schedule that permits General Counsel time to prepare
enough cases to fi 11 the Board's agenda, rather than
meeting more often and handling fewer cases per meeting.
This results in cases coming to LPRCs to investigate, to
General Counsel to prepare formal charges, and to the
State Disciplinary Board to try "in clumps," creating
further delays and bottlenecks throughout the downstream
system.

The Recommendation
The distjnction between a corporate~prosecutor
deciding whether it can prevafl at trial and a neutral
adjudicator deciding whether probable cause exists is de
minimus in the practical protection to lawyers and the

public each alternative provides. The problem is the
inefficiency of a corporate prosecutor. Once a career
disciplinary counsel is substituted for the SPRB, however,'
a neutral adjudicator is necessary to insure the check and
balance formerly provided by the corporate body.
We elsewhere recommend the elimination of the LPRCs
and the enhancement of General Counsel's authority to that
of a truly independent discjplinary counsel. That
accornpljshed, there js no need for a corporate body of
volunteers to decide whether the case is sufficient to go
to trial
the decision is General Counsel's.

--

To provide a check ageinst abuse of prosecutorial
discretion by a sole disciplinary counsel, a volunteer
should revjew the investigative report and the
di sciplinary counsel 's recommendation for di sposi tion
(formal charges, admoni tion, probation, stay, di smi ssal)
The actual determination of case dispositjon is made by a
volunteer lawyer who is the chairman of a Tri a1 Panel.
However, instead of deciding whether the case will prevail
at trial as the SPRB does now, the Trial Panel chairman
merely deci des whether the General counsel has establi shed
probable cause to believe misconduct was committed. If
so, the volunteer determines whether formal charges should
be £1 led, or probation or admoni tion offered (fn cases of
minor misconduct and with respondent's consent), or a stay
granted.

.

The use of a single volunteer instead of a board of
volunteers has several advantages:
1) General Counsel can take cases up qufckly h s t e a d
of holding cases until the SPRB's agenda fflls up,
thus smoothing out the case flow throughout the
system;

2) a General Counsel who has directed the
investigation (per our recommendation el sewhere) wi 11
be able to determine whether a case should go to trial
as well as or better than a board of volunteers, the
SPRB, that has a limited amount of time to review the
investigative report; the single volunteer (chairman
of the Trial Panel) only determines probable cause,
not whether he thinks Bar Counsel will succeed at
trial --a much lower-threshold deci sl on that avoids the
"mini-trial" of the case that the SPRB engages in;
thus, decisions on each case should be faster without
a loss of quality or balance;
3) the administrative costs associated with the SPRB
are eliminated and the disciplinary structure
simplified;
4) while an entire level of structure has been
eliminated, there wlll be li ttl extra burden on
individual Trial Panel chairmen because they will si t
in rotation, the number of cases on any duty day will
be few, and the fixed nature of the schedule 'wfll
simpljfy accommodatjng volunteer duty to busy legal
calendars.

9

At a minimum, if the Court does not adopt the main
recommendation, the operations of the SPRB should be
modified to reduce the delay in determining dispos3 t3on
after investfgation. The SPRB should be split into
permanent panels to sit on a fixed, rotating basis to
review General Counsel ' s recommendat3 on for di sposi tion.
The SPRB should determjne probable cause as a neutral
magistrate rather than determfne chances for success at
hearing as a corporate prosecutor. In this manner the
benefits of our primary recommendation can be obtajned
with less rearrangement of the existing system.

TV.

Trf a1
Recommendation 9

- Eliminate Volunteer

Bar Counsel

The Court should promulgate a rule eliminating
the use of volunteer Bar Counsel in hearings and
all other phases of dl scipljnary proceedings and
investing these functions in the General
Counsel's office.
Standard 3.9

The Oregon System
General Counsel shares investigative functions wl th
the volunteer LPRCs and 1 i tlgatjon functjons wi th
volunteer Bar Counsel. General Counsel or the LPRCs
investigate the matter. General Counsel drafts the formal
charge. Volunteer Bar Counsel Is then appointed to
present the case, with assistance from General Counsel, to
the Trial Panel. General Counsel then presents the case,
if i t is heard, to the Court.
The team was told that the Board of Governors directed
General Counsel to present cases before the Court because
of dissatisfactjon with presentations by some Bar Counsel.

Effects of the Svstem
Many persons from all levels of the disciplinary
process interviewed by the team were critical of the'Bar
Counsel function. Finding, appointing, and familiarizing
a suitable Bar Counsel creates delay. Most often General
Counsel must provide substantial litigation support.

Often there is no real saving of resources over having
General Counsel present the case. Volunteer Bar Counsel
may actually cost more, considering the delay.
Volunteer Bar Counsel, because they do not specialize
in disciplinary law, must necessarily rely on General
Counsel 's office not only to provide li tigation support
services but also to consult on case law and strategy.
The use of volunteer Bar Counsel, then, neither reduces
delay nor conserves the resources of General Counsel's
office.

The Recommendation
Most persons interviewed by the team felt that while
Bar Counsel service was an expression of the highest
traditions of the .bar, i t was not anleffective use of
resources. As wi th the use of volunteers to investigate
cases, the inefficiencies of usjng volunteers to present
cases at hearing most often outwejgh any savings that
might obtain.
Because General Counsel 's of fi ce offers considerable
support to Bar Counsel, el iminati on of volunteers in this
area might not require addi ti onal staff in General
Counsel's office. At the same time, the delay caused by
locating, appointjng, and educating a volunteer for each
case will be eliminated.
Some persons told the team that volunteer Bar Counsel
had an advantage over General Counsel's staff, who tended
to be less experienced in trial matters than the
volunteers. This is, of course, true so long as ~ e n e r a l
Counsel's staff does not present cases at hearing. In

fact, General Counsel stated to the team that hls current
staff conslsts of former deputy dlstrlct and city
attorneys with trial experience. The real point is that
case volume is sufficient in Oregon to require full-time
professional disciplinary counsel to direct
investigations, prepare formal charges, present cases at
hearing, and brief and argue cases on appeal.
Of course, there will be special cases involvjng
complex facts, a hjgh volume of transactions, or other
matters that place the case beyond the resources of
General Counsel's office to prosecute. Even in these
especially in these cases
large and complex cases
volunteer lawyers acting as Bar Counsel are not as
advantageous as appolntlng on a fee basis special
counsel. In these special cases, a volunteer is often
forced to choose between seriously neglecting a paying
practice or dolng a less than professjonal job on the
volunteer case.

--

--

In both special and routine cases, the Oregon State
Bar should not place this burden on a small group of
practi tloners; it should be shared by the general
membership of the bar in the form of hfgher dues to fund a
professionalized disciplinary system.

-

Recornmendat i on 10 Statewide Trial Panels on
Fixed, Rotating Schedules

.

The Court should promulgate a rule elimfnatfng
the right of a lawyer to a discfplinary hearfng
in the locality of practice.
The rule should further .prodde that the State
Disciplinary Board shall sit in pre-establfshed,
.

.

fixed Trial Panels, the membership of which shall
be determined on a statewide rather than local
basls.
The rule should further provide that the panels
shall slt on a regular schedule in rotation and
at one location [Portland].

The Oregon System
The State Disciplinary Board is not a true statewide
board, but rather a group of local pools of volunteers.
Trial Panels are drawn from the pool of volunteers of the
respondent's region of practice. A respondent not only is
investigated at the local level by an LPRC, he or she is
tried by volunteers from the locality, and he or she has a
statutory right to,have the hearing take place in the
county of practice. Over this essentially local system is
only the thinnest layer of statewide admini strative
oversight.
The Court automatically reviews only cases involving
sanctions greater than sixty days suspension. In cases
involving lesser sanctions, the local Trial Panels'
decisions on questions of law are final unless appealed.
Respondents rarely appeal minor sanctions. Thus, the only
mechanism to enforce statewide uniformity in
interpretation of the ethical rules in less serious cases
is the State Professional Responsibility Board's right to
appeal.

Effects of the System
As stated elsewhere jn thjs report, local disciplinary
systems are hjstorjcally the greatest source of abuse of
the professjonls power of self-regulatjon. In less
populous counties, a respondent can be almost guaranteed
an investigation and trjal by colleagues wjth whom he or
she has professjonal and social relatjons. Thls
arrangement encourages bias for or against a respondent.
At best, I t places a tremendously unfair burden on the
volunteer LPRC and Trjal Panel member who undertakes
objectivity jn sittjng in judgment of someone he or she
knows. The team was told by more than one person that
local bias has affected the outcome of hearjngs under the
current system of local Trial Panels. 'It js Ironjc that
Oregon has the most public djscjplfnary system of any
jurjsdjctfon jn the country; at the same tjme, local
djscjpline, an hjstorical abuse, js such a fundamental
feature of the system.
The practice of constl tutj ng and schedul jng Trj a1
Panels ad hoc and on a local basis creates a great
admjnistrative burden on the chajrmen of the Regjonal
Panels of the State Djsciplinary Board. The wheel is
rejnvented for each case: Bar Counsel, Trial Panel ,, date,
and locatjon all must be decided anew for every case that
come to a hearlng.

The Recommendati on
The State Disclpllnary Board should be reconstituted
to be a truly statewjde board. As such, it should djvide
Into hearing comrnjttees of three members each, wjth
membershjp on a statewjde basjs for both Board and

committees.
I

Hearings should occur at a central location,

the most obvious being Portland. In this way, all local
components are eliminated from the hearing structure. All
lawyers in Oregon would be judged under a statewide
ethical standard by a statewide hearing body in a central
location.
Hearing commi ttees should have fixed membership. The
committees should sit on a fixed, rotating schedule and
cases should be assigned on the basis of which is the next
committee to sit. Each committee should have one
alternative member scheduled to sit (in case of illness,
emergency, or conflict of a committee member). Under this
system the majority of the administrative work in
scheduling hearings under the current system would be
eliminated.

Recommendation 11
Panels

-

Submission of Briefs to Trial

The Court should amend the rule providing for the
filing of briefs with the Trial Panel to give the
panel members more time to review the briefs

.

The Oregon System
Under the current rules, parties must file briefs with
the Trial Panel no later than seven days before the
hearing date.

Effects of the System
Several persons interviewed indicated that seven days
was not suffi clent time for most Tri a1 Panel members to
carefully review and research submitted briefs.

The Recommendation
The briefs should be submi tted by a date far enough in
advance to give a Trial Panel member sufficient time to
analyze legal arguments and perform independent legal
research. It must be considered that all Trial Panelists
are volunteers wi th law practices or.other employment
making demands on time as well. Even if a volunteer is
able to make a brief the first priority, which is not a
real i stic assumpti on, seven days may be barely adequate
time for review and research. The Court should solicit
the opjnions of experienced Trial Panel members and amend
the rule to provlde more time for review of the briefs.

Recommendation 12
Hearinq

- Aggravation and Mitigation

The Court should clarify its rule providing for
consideration of sanctfons to provide that after
a Trial Panel has determfned that the respondent
has committed the misconduct charged, ft shall
then afford General Counsel an opportuni.ty to
present proof of any prior di sciplinary record of
respondent before determfning the sanction to be
imposed in the present case.

The Oregon System
Current Oregon rules provide evidentiary rules for
admissibility and inadmissibility of prior disciplinary
record. Current rules also provide that evidence on the
issue of sanction shall not be heard until the rial-Panel
has made a finding of misconduct, and that the sanction
determination shall be made at the same hearing unless the
panel is reconvened at the chairman's discretion.

Effect of the System
The rules as wri tten provide fair standards for the
introductfon of potentially prejudicial evidence on a
respondent's prior disciplfnary record. The team was
told, however, that at least on one 'occasion a panel did
not take evidence on sanction after making a finding of
misconduct and did not reconvene. Instead, the panel
imposed a sanction without any evidence on respondent's
prf or record.

A close reading of the rules reveals that 1 t fs not.
mandatory that the Trial Panel consider respondent's prior
record before it determines sanction. All that is
required is that:
1) such evidence shall not be taken until a
finding of misconduct is made, and
2) the issue (not necessarfly evidence) shall be
considered at the same hearing unless the chairman
reconvenes.

The Recommendation
The rules were drafted wl th consl deratlon of the
prejudjclal effect of evldence of a prior dlsclpllnary
record. Through an oversjght jn wordjng, ft was not-made
mandatory that the Trjal Panel consjder prlor dlscjpljnary
record jn determjnlng the sanction. Obvjously,
respondent's prior record is highly relevant to the jssue
of sanction in the current case and should be a mandatory
consideration. The rule should he so amended.

A simple way of accornplishjng thls when a separate
hearing on aggravation or mitigatjon is not needed,
because prior discipline Is a matter of public record, Is
for General Counsel to hand a sealed envelope to the
Chajrman before deljberatl on on the j ssue of mj sconduct
begins. Respondent should be entltled to examine the
contents prior to submlssjon of the envelope. If there ls
no prlor discjpllne, the envelope should contaln a
statement to that effect. The Chairman can then open the
envelope at the approprjate tjme.

V.

S u ~ r e m eCourt Revjew

-

Speeding Up Supreme Court
Recommendatjon 13
Review of Dj scjplfne Cases
The Court should give speclal prjorjty to lawyer
dlscjpllne cases over cjvll ljtlgatjon on jts
docket.

I
I
I

The Court should review the record de novo on
factual matters only after a party has
demonstrated by clear and convincing evidence
that the Trial Panel erred in a finding of fact.

The Oregon System
The Oregon Supreme Court, like many state high courts
around the nation, suffers from a large backlog of cases
in all categories. m e team was told by many persons that
the Court may take up to a year in deciding a disciplinary
case, during whlch time the respondent usually continues
to practice.

,

The ~ourt's rule and its practice call for de novo.
review of the entire record of evecy case brought before
it.

Effects of the Spstem
Delay at all stages of the djsciplinary system harms
the public, the profession, and the administration of
justlce. The public is harmed when unethical
practitioners are allowed to continue their misconduct and
victimize additional clients. The profession 3s harmed
when the public sees unethical practitjoners allowed to
continue practice, and when misconduct is condoned de
facto by a cumbersome disciplinary system. The
admini stration of jus ti ce i s harmed when mi sconduct that
directly affects it is not rapidly halted.

-

These harms are exacerbated when the delay occurs at a
stage when there has already been an investigatjon and a
hearing finding that misconduct was committed. When, as

in the Oregon system, delay occurs in the Supreme Court,
the harm is especially exacerbated because only the most
serious cases go automatically to the Court.
Clearly, there are civil cases that are very
important. Nevertheless, private lawsuits as a category
do not have the same repercussions to the whole society as
does lawyer misconduct. To vindicate not only the
professional status of lawyers but also the system of
justice that lawyers represent, lawyers who commit
misconduct must be disciplined as swiftly as due. process
permits.
The Oregon Supreme Court is tne ultimate authority In
licensing lawyers. The Court exercises this authority by
de novo review of every disciplinary case record. The
responsibility that the Court assumes and its thoroughness
is exemplary, especially in llgnt of its g e ~ ~ e r abacklog.
l
However, in the present situation, the manner in which the
Court is discharging its responsibility' can only be adding
to the b a c ~ l o g and the delay in deciding disciplinary
cases.

Tne Recommendation
The unique dangers that unethical lawyers pose to the
public, the profession, and the administration of justice
fully support the notion that lawyer disciplinary cases
should be given special priority on the Court's docket
over civll cases. Devices such a s a schedule of cases by
age, similar to an aged accounts receivable schedule, may
help the Court prioritize discipline cases and set older
cases for conference or final decision.

I

W h i l e t h e Court c e r t a j n l y must r e t a i n t h e r i g h t t o
review t h e r e c o r d d e novo, i t need n o t e x e r c i s e t h a t r i g h t
where a competent T r i a l Panel has h e l d a h e a r i n g and made
f i n d i n g o f f a c t . I f t h e Court d o e s n o t have c o n f l d e n c e i n
t h e T r i a l Panel s t r u c t u r e i t s h o u l d change t h a t
s t r u c t u r e . Assuming, however, t h a t t h e T r i a l Panel
s t r u c t u r e i s b a s i c a l l y sound, t h e r e i s no r e a s o n f o r t h e
C o u r t t o r e v i e w t h e e n t i r e r e c o r d d e novo.

The Court can i n s t e a d r e l y on t h e T r i a l P a n e l ' s
f i n d i n g o f f a c t u n l e s s a p a r t y shows by c l e a r and
c o n v i n c i n g e v i d e n c e t h a t t h e f i n d i n g was i n e r r o r . I n
o t h e r words, t h e Court s h o u l d a d o p t t h e s t a n d a r d f o r
a p p e l l a t e review o f a f i n d i n g o f f a c t i n a c i v l l c a s e ,
w i t h t h e i m p o r t a n t e x c e p t i o n t h a t t h e Court may a t a n y
time make i t s own d e t e r m i n a t i o n w i t h o u t t h e i s s u e b e i n g
r a i s e d , by a p a r t y .

De novo r e v i e w b y a n a p p e l l a t e c o u r t h a s s e r i o u s
l i m i c a t i o n s , as t h e C o u r t and a n y e x p e r i e n c e d t r i a l lawyer
know. Demeanor, a t t i t u d e , body l a n g u a g e , and o t h e r means
by which human b e i n g s convey i n f o r m a t i o n . ( i n t e n t i o n a l l y
and unintentionally) a r e a b s e n t . A r e c o r d i s a f l a t and
l i f e l e s s o u t l i n e , a p o o r s u b s t i t u t e f o r what a c t u a l l y
occurred a t t h e hearing.
Asfde from t h e e v i d e n t l a r y d e f i c i e n c l e s o f r e a d i n g a
r e c o r d d e novo, t h e C o u r t must c o n s i d e r t h e g r e a t
e x p e n d i t u r e o f time. The C o u r t ' s t i m e i s s o l i m i t e d and
i t s b a c k l o g s o l a r g e t h a t t h e d e novo review method c a n n o t
be j u s t l f l e d , i n t h e team's view, b y r e q u i r e m e n t s o f
f a i r n e s s t o t h e p a r t i e s o r o f t h e - C o u r t ' s p o s i t i o n as
final authority.
f

VI.

General Administration
Recommendati on 14

- Tickler

System

The General Counsel should install a unfform,
office-wide tickler system to insure staff and
volunteer entities perform their responsibilitfes
wi thjn the time pergods established by rule or
statute.

The Oreeon Svstem

.

The General Counsel's office functions in many ways as
an executive secretary to the several volunteer enti tf es
in the Oregon disciplinary system. It logs, routes, and
tracks complaints, jnvestjgative reports, and other
documents between the Local Professional Responsfbi 1 i ty
Committees (LPRC) that investigate, the State Professfonal
Responsibilj ty Board (SPRB) that decfdes whether to
charge, and the volunteer Bar Counsel who present the
evidence at hearfng.
The General Counsel 's offfce usually notf fies
volunteers on the LPRCs, for example, that investigatfve
reports are overdue only when a deadlfne has passed.
While the office has rudfmentary docket software and a
personal computer/word processing system, there is no
tfckler system in place. The existing system tracks cases
but does not anticipate deadlines or filfng dates or gjve
notice of their approach.

Effects of Current System
The current caseload of the disciplinary system,
approximately 900 complaints screened or investigated in
1985, is being processed with only the most basic listings
of case status in chronological or alphabetical order by
procedural stage. Staff counsel and volunteers are not
automatically reminded of approaching deadlines at set
Intervals. Only through the diligence and self-discipline
of individuals are cases being processed within or near
mandatory time periods. Unfortunately, the team was told
that delay and mfssed deadl-ines are frequent.

The Recommendat i on

1

A tickler system, even a basic card file tickler
system, is a necessary component of any case management
system. The lack of a systematic reminder system by
practi tfoners has been a factor in many disciplinary
actions. See, e.g., In Re Morrow, 927 Ore. 808, 688 P.2d
820 (1984); In Re Hereford, 295 Ore. 604, 668 P.2d 1217
(1983).
With a large caseload as currently exist in the
General Counsel's office, systematic reminders in advance
of approaching deadlines should be given to staff and
volunteers. The remlnder system should be formalized at
the office level. Relatively inexpensive calendarjng
software may exist for the existing computer equjpment.

Recommendati on

-

Workflow

The General Counsel and State Professional
Responsibility Board should schedule their work
so that the processing of cases is more constant-,
rather than episodic, at all stages of the
proceedings.

The Oregon System
Once complaints are received by the General Counsel's
of fice, screening and investigation or referral of cases
to LPRCs is fairly constant. However, once cases are
referred to t.he SPRB, case processing becomes episodic
rather than constant.
'She SPRB meets only seven times a year, the team was
told. There are not enough prepared cases to justify
meeting more often because the General Counsel's
non-disciplinary workload takes him away from disciplinary
matters.
After each meeting a group of cases is moved to the
next step in the process, either further LPRC
investigation, dismissal, or filing of formal charges.

Effects of the Oregon System

A workflow that is constant rather than episodic tends
to create less strain on indi.vidual s , reduce bottlenecks
and backlogs, and increase managerial control over the
workload.
.

.

The fmmedfate cause of eplsodfc -workflow fn Oregon Is
the seven to ten week intervals between SPRB meetings. It
clearly would be ineffjcient to have an eight-member
statewide board meet every time a case was ready for
determfnatfon. Yet the team was told that the groupjng of
cases every two months causes problems for volunteers and
staff fn trylng to meet deadljnes.

The Recommendatfon
We elsewhere recommend that the determjnation of
probable cause be made by indivfduals who can be avajlable
at shorter jntervals, rather than by a commfttee. We also
recommend elsewhere that nondisciplinary functjons he
segregated to specffjc staff lawyers and that a
Di sciplinary Counsel posi tion separite from the General
Counsel be created.
While those recommendatfons are, in our view, the best
solution to the problem discussed here, stop-gap measures
mjght be taken to reduce the clumpjng of cases beyond the
probable cause stage. General Counsel could pri ori t j ze
dfscfpljnary matters so that a set number of probable
cause determinations are completed every few weeks. The
SPRB could break jnto subcommittees and meet jn rotatjon
on a monthly or semj-monthly basis so that cases flow to
succeeding stages jn smaller groups and at shorter
intervals.

Recommendation 16

- Volunteer

Tralnjnq

The General Counsel and State Profes sj onal
Responsiblllty Board should create a permanent
orlentatjon and trajnjng program for volunteers
at all levels of the dlscjplinary system. -

The Oreeon Svstem

.

There currently fs no formalized, ongoing tralnjng
program or materials for volunteer LPRC, SPRB, or Trjal
Panel members. Most members are "trajned" by other
members. The Chairman of the State Dlscjpljnary Board
sends new members a copy of the rules and discusses
procedures wlth them jnformally. In 1985, the General
Counsel's offjce created a conference for LPRC members
that was vldeotaped for later use. There also exlsts a
Professional Responslbjll ty Manual that could be the basl s
for orjentatjon and tralnlng materials.

Effects of the System
Whlle lawyer members of the voluntary bodjes mlght be
expected to learn the rules and procedures affectjng their
dutles, the Oregon system 3s complex enough (as we can
attest from studying It) that even the lawyer members are
unllkely to galn a soljd working knowledge of the overall
system. In addltlon, for a member to be effective, he o r
she needs a worklng knowledge of the current state of
affalrs wlthln the system, e.g., how many cases arebacklogged, what happens when a report js late, and whlch
people can be called on for lnformatlon.

Many of the nonlawyer volunteers the team met with
commented upon the lack of orientation or training. In
some instances, nonlawyers are asked to investigate or
write reports. We elsewhere recommend these practices
cease. Here we only note that nonlawyer members have not
been trained by the disciplinary system, nor could they be
expected to know how to perform these functions by prior
legal training. Some nonlawyer members the team talked
with questioned the appropriateness of performing these
tasks wi thout training.

The Recommendation
Trained and oriented new volunteers will be more
efficient and self-confident about their role in the
di sciplinary sys tem. Annual conferences of a1 1 members
and/or an annual newsletter (or distribution of an annual
report that includes summaries of fmportant cases, rule
changes, etc.) would also increase the efficiency of all
members of the system.
The General Counsel ' s staff i s currently overburdened .
wi th nondisciplinary as well as disciplinary functions.
We elsewhere recommend that nondisciplinary functfons be
segregated to specffic staff members. General Counsel
staff who deal with discfpline are in the best position to
create orientati on/training programs. The efforts of
General Counsel and staff on the LPRC orientation of 1985
were prai sed by the attendees the team interviewed. The
addl ti onal workload to create an ori entatf on program can,
we believe, pay off in greater efficiency of the volunteer
bodies. Once a program is created, annual updates should
be minimal addl ti onal work.

Whether nonlawyer members continue to perform
investigative and report wri ting 'tasks or not, they
require specf a1 addi tional training. Instruction in basic
legal research and evidence, due process, civil procedure
as it applies to the disciplinary process, a n d .
professional responsibility should be provided.
Obviously, only the most basic concepts in all these
areas cen be covered and in a highly abbreviated fashion;
we are not suggesting orientation approach the level of a
law school course. Nevertheless, an adequate ~rientation
in these subjects will allow volunteer entities to proceed
on the assumption that all members possess the requisite
minimum level of skills.
In addl tion to basic instruction on legal research,
nonlawyer members should be provided access to the same
information on the disciplinary system as lawyer members,
including a subscription to the state bar bulletin where
cases are reported during their terms of office.

CONCLUSION
Evaluation Process
The ABA Standing Committee on Professional Discipline
believes its evaluation process is beneficial to state
lawyer disciplinary agencies for several reasons. The
evaluation teams and the Committee (which reviews and
approves a1 1 evaluati on reports) have a nati onal
perspective and access to national statistical data
compiled by the ABA Center for Professional
Responsibility. The teams and Committee are objectfve in
that members are not involved in Oregon politics or bar
activities, nor influenced by the historical development
of the disciplinary system In the state.

-

The evaluation process does use standards, the ABA
Standards for Lawyer Discipline and Disability
Proceedings. These standards are employed as a dfagnostic
tool to determine potential problem areas. If on-site
interviews and inspection show the problems do in fact
exist, the team and Committee then determine whether the
Lawyer Standards are a workable solutfon, or if some other
recommendation should be made. In several states where
particular Lawyer Standards were not followed, the teams
found that because of unique local factors, the expected
problems did not exist. The team therefore did not
recommend that the Standards be followed in those states.
The process is self-evaluating in the sense that the
Lawyer Standards are reexamined with each evaluation
performed to determine whether the Lawyer Standards should
be modified. Thus, the Standing Commi ttee can guarantee
to host states that the evaluation process is not a mechanical comparison but a thoughtful examination of the
relationship between the bar and the public it serves.

Ad Hoc Committee
The recommendations made herein are the best judgment
of the team and the Committee as to improvements needed in
the Oregon disciplinary system. However, the Committee
recognizes that the evaluation process is inherently
limited in scope. In the Committee's experience, this
report will be most helpful if the Oregon Supreme CO&
,
appoints an independent Ad Hoc Committee to examine it.
To insure its objectivjty, the Ad Hoc Committee should
not contain members who currently are involved with the
lawyer disciplinary process. This is very important, jn
our experjence, to the success of the review. The Ad Hoc
Committee should conduct its own examination of the
disciplinary process and report to the Oregon Supreme
Court.
Post Evaluation Assi s tance
As part of the evaluation process, the Standing
Committee on Professional Discipline wjll make available
members of the evaluation team for further consultation
with Oregon officials. The Standing Committee will also
provide legal and stati sti cai research and other technfcal
reports upon request to assist the Oregon Bar in drafting
di sciplinary rules.

Camille Greene
From: Ed Harnden
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 10:20 AM
To: Catherine Petrecca; Traci Ray; Judith Baker; 'Maya Crawford'; Sandra Hansberger
Cc: Guy Walden; 'Richard Vangelisti'
Subject: RE: NLADA Funding

This is awesome. I am sure that the OSB will want to match that. It would be great if they put in more given the
statewide nature of this program, but I certainly understand if $5,000 is the level. Thanks. Ed
Ed Harnden
Managing Partner

BARRAN LIEBMAN LLP
601 SW 2nd Avenue, Suite 2300
Portland, Oregon 97204
Direct 503.276.2101
Fax
503.274.1212
Email eharnden@barran.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e‐mail may contain confidential and privileged information. The information contained in this transmission is intended for
the addressee only. If you are not the addressee of this e‐mail, please do not review, disclose, copy, or distribute. If you have received this transmission in
error, please call me immediately. Thank you.

From: Catherine Petrecca [mailto:cpetrecca@osbar.org]
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 10:10 AM
To: Traci Ray; Edwin A. Harnden; Judith Baker; 'Maya Crawford'; Sandra Hansberger
Cc: Guy Walden; 'Richard Vangelisti'
Subject: RE: NLADA Funding

That’s great news! Thank you.
Cathy
Catherine Petrecca
Pro Bono and Loan Repayment Assistance Program Coordinator
503‐431‐6355
cpetrecca@osbar.org
Oregon State Bar • 16037 SW Upper Boones Ferry Road • PO Box 231935 • Tigard, OR 97281‐1935 • www.osbar.org

From: Traci Ray [mailto:tray@barran.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 9:58 AM
To: Ed Harnden; Judith Baker; Catherine Petrecca; 'Maya Crawford'; Sandra Hansberger
Cc: Guy Walden; 'Richard Vangelisti'
Subject: NLADA Funding

Just wanted to give you all the AWESOME news that the MBA approved a $5,000 sponsorship at our
Board meeting this morning for the NLADA conference.
A big thanks to Guy and Richard for their support!!!!
Traci Ray, Esq. | Executive Director
Barran Liebman LLP | Employment, Labor & Benefits Law Firm
601 SW Second Avenue, Suite 2300 | Portland, Oregon 97204
Direct (503) 276‐2115 | tray@barran.comVisit www.barran.com to learn about upcoming Seminars & Events
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e‐mail may contain confidential and privileged information. The information contained in this transmission is intended for the addressee only. If
you are not the addressee of this e‐mail, please do not review, disclose, copy, or distribute. If you have received this transmission in error, please call me immediately. Thank you.
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OREGON STATE BAR
Board of Governors Agenda
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From:
Re:

January 10, 2014
Sylvia E. Stevens, Executive Director
Supreme Court Deferral of PC 8.4 Amendments

Issue
The Supreme Court has deferred action on the proposed amendments to RPC 8.4
approved by the HOD on November 1, 2013, and has asked the bar to submit a revised
proposal. 1

Options
Staff recommends the formation of a small group to work on a revised proposal, to
include at least two representatives designated by the Legal Ethics Committee as well as other
interested parties, and Judge David Schuman, as suggested by the Court.

Discussion
As indicated in Phil Schradle’s letter of December 19, 2013, the Court’s concern is
whether the proposed amendments impermissibly restrict the speech of members of the bar
because the restrictions are not directed at any identifiable, actual harm. The letter notes the
formulation of the ABA Model Rule, which provides in comment that the manifestation of bias
or prejudice misconduct when it prejudices the administration of justice.
The Court has described “administration of justice” as follows:
The reach of this term is not well defined in our case law or elsewhere. Our previous
opinions have assumed that judicial proceedings and matters directly related thereto
are within the ambit of the term. This court has found that the rule encompasses
conduct such as: The failure to appear at trial,…the failure to appear at
depositions,….harassing court personnel,…filing an appeal without the consent of the
clients,…repeated appearances in court while intoxicated, …and permitting a non-lawyer
to use a lawyer's name on pleadings….
By recognizing that Bar disciplinary proceedings "strongly resemble judicial
proceedings in that they primarily involve factual adjudications," this court…concluded
that the Bar disciplinary proceedings fell within the scope of the administration of
justice. Other proceedings that contain the trappings of a judicial proceeding, such as
sworn testimony, perjury sanctions, subpoenas, and the like, similarly would qualify as
2
being within the confines of the administration of justice.

1
2

See attached letter from Phil Schradle, Oregon Supreme Court Staff Attorney.
In re Hawes, 801 P.2d 818, 310 Or. 741 (1990) (citations omitted).
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A significant concern of the drafters and supporters of the proposed amendments was
that the rule capture inappropriate conduct that occurred in non-judicial matters, such as
transactional work and other office practice. It is not clear whether an acceptable rule could be
drafted that has a broader reach than “prejudice to administration of justice,” for instance,
prohibiting such conduct where it “adversely affects the negotiation or outcome of a client’s
legal matter.” That will be the challenge for the group that considers a revision of the proposal.
Another point in Mr. Schradle’s letter is the Court’s as-yet undecided position on
whether bias and prejudice is an appropriate subject for a rule of professional conduct.
The Court suggested including Judge Schuman in the group to work on a revision of the
rule proposal because of his expertise in constitutional law. The Court also suggested including
one or more of the lawyers who submitted written opposition to adoption of the rule when it
reached the court.3
In addition to two members to be selected by the Legal Ethics Committee, the following
would comprise a broad-based group:
Judge David Schuman (constitutional scholar)
Tom Christ (constitutional scholar, author of opposing submission)
Kelly J. Ford (author of opposing submission)
Bonnie Richardson (representative of specialty bars; worked on current version)
Diane Schwartz-Sykes (former chair of Diversity Section)
Once the group has a draft formulated, it should be published to the bar with an
invitation to submit comments. Ultimately, whatever the final product is will have to be
submitted to the HOD before it goes back to the Court.4

3

See attached submissions, one from Tom Christ and one from Kelly Ford on behalf of 52 other bar members.
ORS 9.490: “ The board of governors, with the approval of the house of delegates given at any regular or special
meeting, shall formulate rules of professional conduct, and when such rules are adopted by the Supreme Court,
shall have power to enforce the same.”
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THOMAS M. CHRIST
888 S.W. 5th Ave.
Portland, OR 97204
tchrist@cosgravelaw.com
(503) 323-9000

November 25, 2013
The Honorable Thomas A. Balmer
Oregon Supreme Court
Supreme Court Building
1163 State Street
Salem, OR 97301
Re:

Proposed Amendment of Oregon Rule of Professional Conduct 8.4

Dear Chief Justice Balmer:
I’m writing to comment on the new ethics rule proposed by the Oregon State
Bar’s House of Delegates. It would amend RPC 8.4 to read as follows (new language in
bold):
“(a) It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:
“*****
“(7) In the course of representing a client, engage in conduct
that knowingly manifests bias or prejudice based upon race, color,
national origin, religion, age, sex, gender identity, gender
expression, sexual orientation, marital status, disability or
socioeconomic status.
“*****
“(c) Notwithstanding paragraph (a)(7), a lawyer shall not be
prohibited from engaging in legitimate advocacy with respect to the
bases set forth therein, or from declining, accepting, or withdrawing
from representation of a client in accordance with Rule 1.16.”
I oppose this rule because it doesn’t do what its proponents say, and what it
actually does is, in my view, both unwise and unconstitutional.
The proponents say that the rule prohibits discrimination, intimidation, and
harassment in the practice of law. Those three words, discrimination, intimidation, and
harassment, or some variant of them, appear a half dozen times in the short
background statement to the rule, as presented to the House of Delegates. But those
words appear nowhere in the rule itself. Nor does anything like them.
1909025
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In fact, the rule does not prohibit a lawyer to discriminate against anyone, or to
intimidate or harass anyone. What it does, instead, is prohibit a lawyer to “engage in
conduct that knowingly manifests bias or prejudice based upon race, color, national
origin,” or other classifications that are usually described as “suspect” under federal
anti-discrimination laws. There is no requirement that the conduct harm anyone, or
even that it be directed at someone. The rule doesn’t require an injury or a victim to
expose a lawyer to discipline. All that it requires, as set out in paragraph (a)(7), is that
the lawyer “engage in conduct” that reveals his or her “bias or prejudice” based upon on
the designated classifications.
Conduct, of course, can be verbal or nonverbal. Verbal conduct is pure speech.
Nonverbal conduct includes writing. It also includes other forms of expressive behavior:
attending a rally or meeting, marching, distributing flyers, soliciting signatures, flying a
flag, burning a flag, sitting when others stand, standing when others sit, clapping or not
clapping depending on the circumstances, and so forth and so on. The list is endless.
The rule, then, applies whenever a lawyer says, writes, or does something that reveals
the proscribed bias.1
I believe this prohibition is ill-advised, because it intrudes on freedom of
conscience and expression. In my view, people are entitled to be biased. I wish no one
was, of course. But everyone is entitled to his opinion, no matter how much the rest of
us might disagree with it. And everyone is entitled to speak her mind, no matter how
much the rest of us might not want to hear it. Everyone is entitled to hold and express
points of view with which others disagree, even vehemently, or which are “politically
incorrect” under contemporary standards, keeping in mind that what is correct today
might be incorrect tomorrow, and vice a versa. They are not entitled to act on their
views in a way that causes harm to someone. But, again, this rule requires no harm.
In that respect, the proposed rule is different than the laws to which some of its
proponents liken it – the laws that prohibit discrimination in employment or housing or
public accommodations upon the same classifications. Those laws have an injury
requirement. They don’t simply prohibit non-injurious conduct that manifests bias. It’s
not unlawful, for example, for an employer to hold racist views, or even to express them,
in the workplace or outside of it, but only to act on them in a way that causes injury to a
current or prospective employee – by, for example, paying a black worker less than a
white one in the same job, or by refusing to hire a black worker in the first instance.
See, e.g., ORS 659A.030.2
1

The rule prohibits bias based on race, color, national origin, etc., but doesn’t require that the
bias be against minorities within those categories. As written, the rule proscribes favoritism in either
direction. It prohibits conduct that manifest bias for blacks, women, homosexuals, immigrants, the
disabled, etc., to the same extent that it prohibits bias against them. In that respect, the rule would seem
to apply to the activities of lawyers involved in affirmative action or “diversity” programs, including those
run by the Bar itself. That probably wasn’t what the drafters of the rule intended, but that’s what the rule
plainly says.
2

ORS 659A.030 provides in part:
“(1) It is an unlawful employment practice:
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Without an injury requirement, the proposed rule is really just a prohibition on
“bad” thought about the described topics. To be sure, it requires some revealing
conduct. But thought is never revealed except through conduct, verbal or nonverbal,
and it almost always is revealed that way eventually. It’s just a matter of time. A
homophobe, misogynist, or racist will inevitably out himself. Which means a rule
banning prejudice alone would, in time, trip him up. A bigot could keep his views only if
he stayed forever closeted, not ever saying or doing anything that lets on how he really
feels. That rarely happens. In this respect, the proposed rule is the functional
equivalent of a thought crime – or a rule that simply proscribes socially undesirable
ideas upon particular subjects.
I don’t doubt that there is some bias in our profession, as there is in society at
large. I am sure, for example, that some lawyers believe that same-sex couples should
not be permitted to marry, perhaps because their religion tells them that. I don’t share
that view. But I respect their right to hold it, and to express it. And if they do, I’ll
express my contrary view, in hope of changing theirs. But this rule, if adopted, would
require, instead, that I report them to the Bar for discipline.
The rule is qualified, of course, by the requirement that the bias-revealing
conduct occur “in the course of representing a client.” This on-duty, off-duty distinction
doesn’t lessen the rule’s impact on freedom of thought and expression. Lawyers should
not be compelled to check their conscience at the law firm door.
Another qualification appears in paragraph (c), which says that “[n]otwithstanding
paragraph (a)(7), a lawyer shall not be prohibited from engaging in legitimate advocacy”
or from declining to represent someone. The key term here – “legitimate advocacy” – is
hopelessly vague. It’s not defined by the rule, nor explained in the background
statement. Apparently, the drafters of the rule believe that some advocacy is
illegitimate. I have no idea what they are talking about. I doubt most lawyers would
understand it either, if they were required to abide by it.
Far from fixing the problems with paragraph (a)(7), paragraph (c) actually makes
it worse, in my view. I don’t believe that lawyers should ever decline to represent
someone based upon race, color, national origin, or the like. We should, instead, take
all comers. That responsibility comes, I believe, with a license to practice law. We are
the only people authorized to provide legal services in this state and, therefore, we
should guarantee that everyone who needs those services gets them, regardless of
“(a) For an employer, because of an individual’s race, color, religion, sex, sexual
orientation, national origin, marital status or age if the individual is 18 years of age or
older, or because of the race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin,
marital status or age of any other person with whom the individual associates * * * to
refuse to hire or employ the individual or to bar or discharge the individual from
employment. * * *”
“(b) For an employer, because of an individual’s race, color, religion, sex, sexual
orientation, national origin, marital status or age if the individual is 18 years of age or
older, or because of the race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin,
marital status or age of any other person with whom the individual associates * * * to
discriminate against the individual in compensation or in terms, conditions or privileges of
employment.” (Emphasis added.)
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race, color, national origin, etc. We might disapprove of our clients or what they are
trying to accomplish in court. But if that were grounds for turning them away, unpopular
people or people with unpopular views might never find counsel. In my own practice, I
have sometimes brought free-speech claims on behalf of people whose speech I
disapproved of. But I believe they were entitled to counsel regardless, and if I were to
turn them away, maybe other lawyers would do they same, and then they would have to
proceed unrepresented, which isn’t right. I don’t believe that a lawyer’s biases entitle
him to turn away a client who needs his help. But the proposed rule, strangely, takes
the opposite view.
To return full circle, if the goal is to prohibit intimidation and harassment in the
practice of law, upon the grounds described in the proposed rule, then the rule should
say that, in just so many words, though I’m hard pressed to understand why we should
permit intimidation and harassment on any grounds. And if the goal is to prevent
discrimination against someone upon those same grounds, then it should say that too,
just as clearly. It should identify the persons to be protected (clients? witnesses?
opposing counsel?), and the harm to be avoided. Without the requirement of an injury
or a victim, the proposed rule is just a free-standing prohibition on “bad” thought and
speech – or, more precisely, on what most of us, but not necessarily all of us, deem to
be bad. For that reason, the rule is ill-advised, in my opinion.
For the same reason, the rule is also unconstitutional. Article I, section 8, of the
Oregon Constitution provides that “[n]o law shall be passed restraining the free
expression of opinion, or restricting the right to speak, write, or print freely on any
subject whatsoever.” As construed by the Oregon Supreme Court, Article I, section 8,
“forecloses the enactment of any law written in terms directed to the substance of any
‘opinion’ or any ‘subject’ of communication.” State v. Robertson, 293 Or 402, 412, 649
P2d 569 (1982). The prohibition is not limited to speech and writing, but also to
expressive conduct, including, for instance, nude dancing. State v. Ciancanelli, 339 Or
282, 121 P3d 613 (2005). For less exotic but equally expressive conduct, see note 1
above.
The proposed rule clearly runs afoul of Article I, section 8. It is, in fact, what the
courts call a “first category” law – a law that focuses on the content of speech, not on its
undesirable effects. See State v. Plowman, 314 Or 157, 164, 838 P2d 558 (1992), cert
den, 508 US 974, 113 S Ct 2967 (1993). As noted, the rule doesn’t require undesirable
effects. It simply requires conduct that “manifests,” i.e., expresses, an undesirable point
of view. First-category laws violate Article I, section 8, “unless the scope of the
restraint is wholly confined within some historical exception that was well established
when the first American guarantees of freedom of expression were adopted and that the
guarantees then or in 1859 demonstrably were not intended to reach.” Ibid. (citing
Robertson, 293 Or at 412). No one has cited, and I have not found, any historical
support for this proposed rule.
In addition to the “historic” exception to Article I, section 8, there is also an
“incompatibility” exception. See Oregon State Policy Assn. v. State of Oregon, 308 Or
531, 540, 783 P2d 7 (1989) (Linde, J., concurring) (coining the term). The speech of a
“public servant” can be restrained to the extent it would be “incompatible” with the
servant’s “official function.” In re Fadely, 310 Or 548, 563, 802 P2d 31 (1990). Thus, in
In re Lasswell, 296 Or 121, 126, 673 P2d 855 (1983), the court held that,
notwithstanding Article I, section 8, a district attorney could be disciplined for
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commenting publicly on the merits of a case he was prosecuting. The court explained
that it would not be compatible with his official duties to make extrajudicial statements of
that sort, which might adversely affect the prosecution. The incompatibility exception
does not save the proposed rule here, because the rule is not limited to lawyers in
public office, and because holding and expressing bias on the topics covered by the rule
is not necessarily incompatible with providing competent and otherwise ethical legal
services.3
In addition to violating Article I, section 8, the proposed rule appears to
contravene the First Amendment, which protects expressive conduct, even if
displeasing, distasteful, or even offensive, so long as no other injury is inflicted. Two
years ago, in Snyder v. Phelps, ___ US ___, 131 S Ct 1207 (2011), the Court held that
members of a church could not be sued for picketing near a soldier’s funeral service,
holding signs which reflected their view that “God hates and punishes the United States
for tolerance of homosexuality, particularly in the military.” 131 S Ct at 1213. The signs
said, among other things: ““God Hates the USA/Thank God for 9/11,” “America is
Doomed,” “Don't Pray for the USA,” “Thank God for IEDs,” “Thank God for Dead
Soldiers,” “Pope in Hell,” “Priests Rape Boys,” “God Hates Fags,” “You're Going to Hell,”
and “God Hates You.” Ibid. This speech was truly outrageous to any sensible person,
and particularly hurtful to the soldier’s family, who had already suffered incalculable
grief. Even so, the First Amended protected the picketing. “Such speech,” the Court
said, in an 8 to 1 decision,
“cannot be restricted simply because it is upsetting or arouses contempt.
If there is a bedrock principle underlying the First Amendment, it is that the
government may not prohibit the expression of an idea simply because
society finds the idea itself offensive or disagreeable. * * * Indeed, the
point of all speech protection . . . is to shield just those choices of content
that in someone’s eyes are misguided, or even hurtful. * * *”
Id. at 1219 (citations and internal quotation marks omitted).
I agree with the House of Delegates4 that speech which manifests bias based on
race, color, national origin, and so on, is misguided, if not also offensive, disagreeable,
and even hurtful. But, under the state and federal constitutions, it cannot be prohibited
for those reasons alone.
Nor should it. The remedy for mistaken speech is always – and only – more
speech, explaining the error.

To be sure, conduct manifesting bias could, in a particular setting, prejudice the administration
of justice, even when engaged in by lawyers who are not also public servants. Imagine a trial lawyer
who, for reasons of bias, uses peremptory challenges to keep minorities off of juries. But it is already
unethical to “engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice.” See RPC 8.4(a)(4).
3

4

Fair disclosure: I am an elected delegate to the House, and I spoke against the proposed rule
at the meeting in which it was debated.
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For all of these reasons, the court should reject the proposed rule, at least in its
present form.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Very truly yours,
/s/ Thomas M. Christ
Thomas M. Christ
TMC:ejm
cc:

Justice Kistler
Justice Walters
Justice Linder
Justice Landau
Justice Brewer
Justice Baldwin

OREGON STATE BAR
Memorandum to Board of Governors/SPRB
Memo Date:
From:
Re:

January 6, 2014
John S. Gleason, Disciplinary Counsel, Ext. 319
Report on Regulatory Monitoring

In July 2013, I created a position directly responsible for coordinating the monitoring of all lawyers who
are subject to terms of probation, diversion, conditional admission, or conditional reinstatement.
Following an internal application process, we selected a member of the support staff for the Diversion
and Probation Coordinator/Discipline Legal Secretary position. The selection did not require additional
staffing. Rather, we changed the staff person’s work assignment to include the monitoring and
reassigned some of her legal assistant duties. Her primary duty is monitoring. This is a significant change
from how DCO handled lawyers subject to monitoring in the past. Previously the trial lawyer and staff
assistant assigned to the case were responsible for overseeing the monitoring. The prior system lacked
the direct oversight and accountability necessary for a successful monitoring program. Under the new
system, I am responsible for overseeing the monitoring.
Today we are monitoring 22 lawyers:
1.
2.
3.
4.

12 Diversions (this number will quickly increase with pending diversions);
3 Conditional Admission/Probations;
2 Conditional Reinstatement/Probations; and
5 Discipline Probations

We have set critical standards and goals and have implemented all of them:
Immediate contact with the monitored lawyer and their counsel (if represented). This is
accomplished in writing with the terms of the diversion or probation set out in simple and
understandable terms. The initial contact includes all of the due dates and deadlines required by
the diversion or probation. The first contact also explains the nature of information expected in
every report from the monitored lawyer. The expectation of absolute adherence to the
monitoring terms is made clear to both the monitored lawyer and their counsel. The goal is to
quickly establish an open and trusting relationship between the Monitor and the lawyer subject
to monitoring. The monitored lawyer is encouraged to contact the Monitor with questions or
concerns. The Monitor’s approach is direct, respectful, and helpful. The Monitor and the
lawyer who is subject to the terms share the same goal: successful completion of the probation
or diversion.
2. Immediate response to apparent breach. Because every due date, requirement, or report is
calendared and detailed, any breach is immediately apparent. The Monitor does not allow a day
to pass without addressing a concern about adherence to the terms of the monitoring. The
immediate and detailed nature of the Monitor’s communication with the lawyer or counsel
confirms that there is a zero tolerance policy for breach of monitoring terms.
1.

3. Coordination with SLAC monitors and diversion supervisors (an attorney approved by DCO
designated to meet with and supervise the monitored lawyer’s practice) regarding guidelines on
how to monitor/supervise the monitored lawyer.
4. Involvement of Disciplinary Counsel. All required test results, reports, and other required
information goes directly to the Monitor rather than to the assigned trial lawyer. If the Monitor
has any concern about the information she advises Disciplinary Counsel immediately. Depending
on Disciplinary Counsel’s determination of the appropriate action to take in response, the
Monitor may assist with follow-up.
A recent case provides an example of how a possible breach of monitoring conditions was handled. A
lawyer subject to random urinalysis testing had a “positive” lab result. The lawyer received the same
notification as the Monitor and immediately contacted her, denying any use of prohibited drugs or
alcohol and said he feared revocation of his probation. The lawyer had already arranged for a hair
follicle test as well as a second urinalysis test to prove that he had not used prohibited drugs. Both tests
came back negative for alcohol or prohibited drugs. The lawyer told the Monitor that it was a “false
positive” related to his inadvertent ingestion of poppy seeds. The Monitor asked the lawyer to provide
an affidavit as well as a note from his physician explaining how the “false positive” occurred.
The Monitor’s quick and personal attention provided reassurance to the lawyer while at the same time
ensuring that the lawyer did not breach the terms of his probation. The goal of protecting the public
was fulfilled and at the same time the lawyer was treated respectfully.
The Monitor is in the process of creating written procedures for handling of files, and for tracking due
dates, compliance letters, and a checklist for monitoring a file. She is also working with SLAC, OAAP, PLF,
and other sources to enhance the monitoring process. The Monitor will receive professional training as
it becomes available.
With this new system in place, the Supreme Court, the SPRB, and the Board of Governors can be assured
that every lawyer subject to probation, diversion, conditional admission, or conditional reinstatement
will receive the level of attention necessary to ensure their absolute adherence to the monitoring terms
and to ensure the protection of the public.

